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Abstract—Real-time digital simulators (RTDS) are used for
real-time simulation of power systems. As the complexity of
the electric power grid and associated control increases in the
future, modeling and simulation of the power network as well
as the control becomes essential. This requirement will be even
more prominent in the context of smart grid. As enabling
technology, intelligent methods of monitoring and control that
utilize computational intelligence techniques are expected to
be an integral part of smart grids. Therefore integration of
computational intelligence based tools in power system simulation
tools is an important aspect of smart grid research. Most past
and current applications of neural networks in power systems
are carried out ofﬂine in non-real-time platforms. In this study,
neural networks libraries are developed to run on RTDS. The
neural networks component is then used to predict the speed
deviation of a generator in a multi-machine power system. These
neural networks components can be trained in real-time and
hence can be useful tool for smart grid applications.
Index Terms—Neural networks, Real-Time Power System Simulation, RSCAD, RTDS

I. I NTRODUCTION
Addition of renewable resources, distributed generation and
bidirectional power flows in the smart grid will make it more
complex than ever. Smart grid will have high uncertainty and
variability owing to high penetration of intermittent energy
sources. Therefore, it is necessary to have real-time simulation of power system phenomena, and related systems of
communication and control under these changed scenarios in
order to ensure stability, reliability, integrity and security of
the electric power grid. Today, real-time digital simulators
(RTDS) are widely used by industries and universities across
R
) from
the world [1], [2]. Real-time digital simulator (RTDS
RTDS Technologies, and its graphical user interface (GUI)
based design platform, RSCAD, are especially designed for
real-time power system simulations. RSCAD library provides
a plethora of devices and components for designing small to
large power system simulation cases and allows testing of
various aspects of power system operation and control in realtime. However, reliable operation and actionable situational
awareness of the smart grid is not possible without the use
of computational intelligence (CI) methods [3]. Therefore, a
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lot of effort in the drive towards smart grid is also focused
on the development of intelligence for wide area situational
awareness, visualization, and decision making and control [4].
Many literature in the past decade have shown effectiveness
of CI based techniques in power system applications [5]–[10].
Use of neural networks (NN) in power system applications
has been an area of research for a long time [11]–[16] but
has received even more interest recently [17]–[19] due to the
necessity of intelligent methods of monitoring and control
for handling the complexity of large networks such as the
smart grid. Despite the increasing interest in the application
of CI methods in power system, most of the past and current
applications of neural networks in power systems are carried
out offline in non-real-time platforms , hence are not suitable
for real-time power system simulations. Although non-realtime simulations such as Simulink, as well as simulators
from Opal-RT may be able to use neural networks toolbox
available in MATLAB, the component library of RSCAD
lacks it. Therefore, it is necessary to have the components
that use CI techniques for power system applications in the
real-time simulation of smart grids. Hence there is an active
need for research and development in this area. Development
of CI component libraries in RSCAD will enable testing of
intelligent methods of monitoring and control, intelligent data
mining techniques, intrusion detection and cyber security techniques, as well as many other futuristic applications that are
only possible by the use of CI methods. The study presented
in this paper is an initiative in this direction. Development of
neural networks libraries in RSCAD is presented in the paper.
The developed feedback neural network component is trained
in real-time using the RTDS, and is used to predict the speed
deviation of a generator in a multi-machine power system.
The remaining sections of this paper are arranged as follows: background in real-time power system simulation is
provided in Section II. Implementation of neural network component in RSCAD is presented in Section III. Its application in
power system simulation and results thus obtained are shown
in Section IV. Conclusions are given in Section V.
II. R EAL - TIME POWER SYSTEM SIMULATION
Real-time simulation is a computer model of a physical system that can be executed at the same rate as the actual system.
Real-time simulator is a combination of computer hardware
and software that enables real-time simulation. Because of
the deterministic times for simulation, real-time simulators
are used in various engineering fields, and more so in the
simulation of mission and time critical applications. Real-
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time digital simulators are a set of hardware platforms and
accompanying software suite for simulation of power systems
[20]. These allow for the simulation of power system and
control components to evaluate system performance under
various operating conditions, and to test devices and control
systems. Many researchers over the past decade have used
RTDS as a power system test bed for real-time power system
simulation studies [21], [22].
As the interest in power system research has shifted towards
R
is also being used in simulation of
the smart grid, RTDS
distributed power grids [23], for the study of HVDC grid [24],
and several other smart grid applications. Synchronized phasor
measurement technology is a key element in smart grids. Wide
deployment of phasor measurement units (PMUs) is taking
place in the electric power grids all over the world. Therefore,
R
has been used in several real-time simulation studies
RTDS
on integration and testing of PMUs [25]–[27], and for data
R
has
mining of PMU data and cyber-attacks [28]. Thus, RTDS
proven to be an important tool for successful deployment of
smart grid technologies.
Real-time digital simulators also enable hardware-in-theloop based simulations. These are useful for implementing
parts of the physical system in simulation and still operate as
a complete physical system. Such advanced features allow fast
integration of new technologies into the smart grid. Real-time
simulation also allows testing of various operating conditions
and phenomena that cannot be realistically implemented on the
physical system. Several products are commercially available
as real-time digital simulators for power systems.
III. D EVELOPMENT OF N EURAL N ETWORKS L IBRARY IN
RSCAD
Neural network consists of neurons in two or more layers
connected to each other by synapses having some synaptic
weights. There are mainly three types of NN architectures: viz.
feedforward NN or the multilayer perceptron (MLP), feedback
or recurrent NN (RNN), and the cellular NN. In each of these
NN architectures, the neurons implement some transformation
(linear or non-linear) on the input. The process of adjusting
the weights of the NN in order to map the output of the
neural network with the inputs in order to match the desired
output is known is training. Although several techniques for
training of NN exist, gradient decent based techniques such as
backpropagation is most common. In this method, the gradient
of the error with respect to the weights is used to adjust
the weights. Each weight adjustment is known as epoch and
can be done at each sample (in case of online learning) or
after accumulating the change in the weights over a period
of time (in case of batch learning). The internal structure of
an NN is shown in Fig. 1. The output of a NN is calculated
from its inputs using (1) and (2). In case of an MLP, I is a
vector of inputs where as it is a vector consisting of inputs as
 in case of an RNN. Vectors
well as feedback elements (H)

inW eights
and outWeights are the input and the output
weight matrices, respectively.
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Fig. 1. Internal structure of an MLP (solid lines) and RNN (dashed lines)
input and five context neurons, five hidden neurons and one output neurons.
The error between the output and the target is used to adjust the weights of
the RNN using backpropagation.
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RSCAD is the GUI for system development and visualization [29]. It provides library of power system and control components and an interface for connection of these components
for simulation on the real-time hardware. It also provides an
interface called the ‘CBuilder’ for users to build their own
components that can be added to the RSCAD library and
used in real-time simulation. In this study, neural networks
library consisting of components for different architectures and
training modes are developed. The set of libraries consists of
the components that provide the following NN architectures
for training in online and batch mode each:
1) Feedforward NN
2) Elman Recurrent NN
3) Jordan Recurrent NN
4) Simultaneous Recurrent NN
The NN in RSCAD is developed as a three-layered architecture with input and output neurons having a linear activation
function and the hidden neurons having a sigmoid activation
function. The component allows selection of different types
of architectures (MLP, RNN, SRN) and training modes (online, batch) using backpropagation learning method [30]. One
sample of input data is fed into the RNN and an output
R
operation. The part
is generated at each step of the RTDS
of the program associated with the NN component operates
on the input, calculates an output based on the weights and
transformation from the hidden layer, and compares it with the
provided target. The error based on the output and the target
is then used for updating the weights of the neural network
using backpropagation method. This process continues until
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the simulation is stopped. At the end of the simulation, the
trained weights can be captured and used for testing and
implementation purposes. An external switch is provided in
each component that allows to switch the operation mode from
training to testing.
R
, and the ‘Draft’ and ‘Runtime’
Fig. 2 shows the RTDS
interface of RSCAD used in this study. The ‘Draft’ shows the
built in libraries (Power System, Controls, Generator Controls,
Protection & Automation, Small dt) under “Master” library.
The neural network library developed in this study is shown
under the “User” library (rtpisnn2012). The NN block is
designed as a GUI with variable number of inputs up to 10, a
variable number of outputs up to five, and equal number of target inputs for training it. There are two aspects of developing
a component in RSCAD - the graphics and the code. Variable
graphical structure of the component block based on the input
parameters is achieved by having conditional statements in the
component definition file. The CBuilder interface uses slightly
customized form of C programming language for developing
the code associated with the component. Parameters defined
for the component appear on the component property window
and are accessible in the associated C program for function
implementation. Figs. 3 and 4 show the properties windows of
a recurrent NN when trained online and in batch, respectively.
In the testing mode, the component also allows loading of external weights. The different parameters shown in the property
window are explained below:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

inN um: Number of neurons in the input layer
hidN um: Number of neurons in the hidden layer
outN um: Number of neurons in the output layer
lg: Learning rate
mg: Momentum gain
samplerate: Rate at which the signal is sampled before
feeding into the NN
epochs: Number of times each sample is presented to the
NN
batchsize: Number of samples in each batch before the
weights are updated
batchloops: Number of times each batch is presented to
the NN
type: Type of NN architecture - recurrent (RNN) vs.
simultaneous recurrent (SRN)
recurrences: Number of internal recurrences for SRN

R
runs at a frequency of 20 KHz. Therefore, the
The RTDS
requirement for real-time operation is that all the components
in a simulation case should complete within a period of 50 μs.
Therefore, the maximum number of neurons that can be implemented on one neural network component were empirically
determined to be 10 in the input layer, 20 in the hidden layer,
and five in the output layer, such that all the computations can
be completed within the time step. Fig. 5 shows different steps
R
and their timing
for implementing a NN component in RTDS
requirements. The complete implementation of the NN library
in RSCAD using CBuilder is explained in the pseudocode.
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Algorithm 1 MAIN: NN COMPONENT IN RSCAD
1: INITIALIZE
2: inW eights[inNum][hidNum]
3: outW eights[hidNum][outNum]
4: deltaInW eights[inNum][hidNum]
5: deltaOutW eights[hidNum][outNum]
6: count = 0
7: epochs = 0
8: batchCount = 0
9: srnLoop = 0
10: if (TRAIN/TEST is FALSE) then
11:
load weights
12: end if
13: if (TRAIN/TEST is TRUE) then
14:
initialize random weights
15: end if
16: repeat
17:
At each time step:
18:
if (count%samplerate) then
19:
read input
20:
read target
21:
read N N T Y P E
22:
read T RAIN/T EST
23:
read M ODE
24:
end if
25:
if (T RAIN/T EST is T RU E) then
26:
output = TRAIN() : Algorithm (2)
27:
else
28:
output = TEST() : Algorithm (3)
29:
end if
30:
write output
31:
count ← count + 1
32: until STOPPED

IV. A PPLICATION AND R ESULTS
Neural networks components developed in RSCAD are
tested for predicting the speed deviation of a generator in
R
. Feeda multi-machine power system simulated in RTDS
forward and recurrent architectures are trained using online
as well as batch mode. The experiments are also repeated
for different values of learning rate and momentum gain in
order to make a comparison of performance between the
architectures, the learning methods and the impact of variables
parameters in NN learning. These multiple case studies carried
out also demonstrate the useful features made available in the
developed NN libraries, and how these will be important in
real-time power system simulation. The MLP is trained using
time delayed values and hence consists of four neurons in the
input, five in the hidden and one in the output layer. Similarly,
the Elman RNN consists of two neurons in the input, five in
the hidden and one in the output layer. The input to the NN
is sampled at 100 Hz (i.e. every 200 samples as indicated by
samplerate parameter in the components’ properties window
for the simulation time step of 50μs). During batch training,
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Fig. 3. Parameters associated with the neural network architecture and learning method can be defined by the user using the component’s properties window.
The figures shows the window for a recurrent architecture set up for online mode.
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Fig. 4. Parameters associated with the neural network architecture and learning method can be defined by the user using the component’s properties window.
The figure shows the window for a recurrent architecture set up for batch mode.
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Figure shows that the internal operations of RTDS need to be
completed within one time step for it to execute in real-time. The width
of the bands in figure is for visualization only and time taken by individual
operations may be different.
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Fig. 6. A RSCAD draft case uses the developed RNN component for learning
the speed deviation of a generator in a multi-machine power system.
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a batchsize of 100 samples is used. Fig. 6 shows the NN
block set up for predicting the speed deviations of a generator
using an RNN. Fig. 7 shows the two-area four-machine power
system used in this study.
R
is
The multi-machine power system simulated in RTDS
perturbed using a pseudo-random binary signal. The speed
deviation of the generator, and the change in reference voltage
at the excitation system as a result of the perturbation are used
as inputs to the NN component. After training the NN for
10,000, 50,000 and 100,000 samples, it is tested by stopping
the training, thus freezing the weights while the signals from
system continue to feed into the NN. This is considered as
Case I. The trained NN is then also tested on a different
operating point by simulating a 10-cycle three-phase short
circuit fault on one of the buses of the power system. This is

25km
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Area 1
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Fig. 7. The power system used in this study consists of four generators
spread across two areas. The case studies referred in the paper are carried out
on generator G1 of this system.
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Algorithm 2 FUNCTION: TRAIN()
1: output ← TEST() : Algorithm (3)
2: error ← target − output
3: BACKPROP(error) : Algorithm (4)
4: if (MODE is batch) then
5:
if (batchCount = batchsize) then
6:
inW eights ← inW eights + deltaInW eights
7:
outW eights ← outW eights + deltaOutW eights
8:
batchCount ← 0
9:
epochs ← epochs + 1
10:
else
11:
accumulate deltaInW eights
12:
accumulate deltaOutW eights
13:
batchCount ← batchCount + 1
14:
end if
15: else
16:
inW eights ← inW eights + deltaInW eights
17:
outW eights ← outW eights + deltaOutW eights
18:
epochs ← epochs + 1
19: end if
20:
21:

return output

Algorithm 3 FUNCTION: TEST()
1: if (N N T Y P E is M LP ) then
2:
create input vector I from input
3: end if
4: if (N N T Y P E is Elman) then
5:
create input vector I from input and feedback from the
hidden layer neurons
6: end if
7: if (N N T Y P E is Jordan) then
8:
create input vector I from input and feedback from the
output layer neurons
9: end if
10: if (N N T Y P E is SRN ) then
11:
while (srnLoop < recurrences) do
12:
calculate output of hidden neurons using (1)
13:
end while
14: end if
15: calculate output using (2)
16:
17:

return output

Algorithm 4 FUNCTION: BACKPROP(error)
δ(error)
δ(inW eights)
δ(error)
← δ(outW
eights)

1:

deltaInW eights ←

2:

deltaOutW eights

TABLE I
C OMPARISON OF MEAN SQUARED ERRORS (MSE S )
TEST CASES .

OBTAINED DURING

Training Samples
MLP Online
RNN Online
MLP Batch
RNN Batch

Case I: MSE (× 10-3 )
lg = 0.5, mg = 0.1
lg = 0.005, mg
10k
50k
100k 10k
50k
27.8
24.5 0.64
2
0.826
45.9
5.6
5.6
10.3
1.3
55.2
0.55 2
195.3 87.4
25.4
0.51 1.7
128.7 74.4

MLP Online
RNN Online
MLP Batch
RNN Batch

182.9
249.8
41.5
59.7

94.3
94.3
13.6
24.7

Case II: MSE (× 10-3 )
21.7
48.3
31.9
28.3
80.2
9.9
12.1
185.3 145.2
17.3
251.8 144.6

= 0.001
100k
0.736
0.303
43
42.2
28.2
4.1
141.5
138.1

considered as Case II. The fault results in speed deviations of
the generators that was not seen by the NN during the training.
The results of these two test outputs are then analyzed. In
this study, the mean squared error (MSE) between the actual
signal (dw) and the predicted output of NN (dw P ) obtained
during testing is used as the performance index for measuring
the learning in NN. The MSEs thus obtained for different
case studies are listed in Table I. The result shows that both
MLP and RNN learn better with smaller learning rate when
trained online, and with higher learning rate when trained
in batch with a size of 100 samples. The results also show
that MLP leads to better predictions when trained in batch
while RNN leads to better predictions when trained online.
RNN trained online with a small learning rate had the best
predictions among all combinations in both cases. The best
results obtained by RNN compared with the actual signal for
Case I are shown in Fig. 8. These results are obtained when
trained online using a small learning rate. The best results
obtained by MLP compared with the actual signal for Case I
are shown in Fig. 9. These results are obtained when trained
in batch using a high learning rate. Similarly, the best results
obtained by RNN and MLP for Case II are shown in Figs.
10 and 11. Fig. 12 shows the absolute errors between the
actual and the predicted signals. It needs to be noted that
the testing data fed to the NN is different for each different
combinations of learning rate and the number of epochs
(number of samples). It is also important to note that these
results may be application specific and will require further
investigation in focused studies to be considered conclusive
of the observations made in the paper.
Development of NN libraries in RSCAD allows use of these
components along with power system simulation as shown
in these applications. This means, intelligent neurocontrol
methods, and methods of estimation and prediction can be
integrated in power system simulation. These components are
connected ‘online’ with the system in simulation. This allows
them to be tested on different operating conditions while the
system is running. Therefore, they more closely represent the
actual implementation when these systems are deployed in the
field. Therefore, inclusion of CI components in the library of
simulation toolboxes will help faster integration of intelligent
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Fig. 8. The results show the ability of an online trained RNN to predict the
speed deviations of a generator during testing on the same operating point.
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Fig. 11. Test results show the ability of a batch trained MLP to predict the
speed deviations of a generator resulting from a 3-phase 10-cycle short circuit
fault.
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Fig. 9. The results show the ability of a batch trained MLP to predict the
speed deviations of a generator during testing on the same operating point.

Fig. 12. Absolute error between the actual and the predicted signals during
testing for online trained RNN in (a) Case I and (b) Case II, and batch trained
MLP in (c) Case I and (d) Case II.
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Fig. 10. Test results show the ability of an online trained RNN to predict
the speed deviations of a generator resulting from a 3-phase 10-cycle short
circuit fault.
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Most past and current applications of neural networks in
power systems are done offline in non-real-time platforms. In
this paper, neural network components are developed for a
real-time hardware platform using RSCAD. The components
are used to show application in real-time simulation of power
systems. As the power system community is moving towards a
more powerful, reliable and intelligent electric power grid, the
components of computational intelligence based technology
become important. Therefore, it is necessary to have such components in real-time simulation studies related to smart grids.
The development of neural networks library for simulation
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R
on RTDS
is discussed and their utility is illustrated through
a simple application. This study leaves many open avenues
for future research related to addition of CI components in
real-time power system simulation. It also opens new areas of
research related to real-time learning in neural networks and
how that is different from offline learning. These will be future
work in this area.
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